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Data-driven sensor scheduling for remote

estimation in wireless networks
Marcos M. Vasconcelos and Urbashi Mitra

Abstract

Sensor scheduling is a well studied problem in signal processing and control with numerous applications.

Despite its successful history, most of the related literature assumes the knowledge of the underlying probabilistic

model of the sensor measurements such as the correlation structure or the entire joint probability density function.

Herein, a framework for sensor scheduling for remote estimation is introduced in which the system design and the

scheduling decisions are based solely on observed data. Unicast and broadcast networks and corresponding receivers

are considered. In both cases, the empirical risk minimization can be posed as a difference-of-convex optimization

problem and locally optimal solutions are obtained efficiently by applying the convex-concave procedure. Our results

are independent of the data’s probability density function, correlation structure and the number of sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensor scheduling is a classical problem in signal processing and control with a very rich history. The traditional

static sensor scheduling problem consists of selecting a subset of k sensors among a group of n sensors such that

the expected distortion between the random state-of-the-world and its estimate is minimized [1]. The fact that we

are selecting k out of n sensors already indicates that this problem is of combinatorial nature and typically hard

to solve. This class of problems has many applications in engineering, especially in sensor networks in which the

number of sensors allowed to communicate with a remote fusion center is limited due to bandwidth constraints. In

an extreme case, the sensor scheduling problem consists of choosing one among n sensors, and transmitting only

its measurement across the network.

Consider the system described in the block diagram of Fig. 1, where n sensor-estimator pairs share a common

wireless network, which can operate either in unicast or broadcast modes. The system operates as follows. Each

of the n sensors observe a distinct random variable and reports it to the scheduler. The scheduler selects a single

random variable according to a scheduling decision rule and transmits it over the network. If the network is in

unicast mode, only the intended estimator receives the sensor’s observation and the remaining estimators observe

an erasure symbol. If the network is in broadcast mode, all the sensors receive the same transmitted measurement.

Upon observing the network output, each receiver forms its estimate according to an estimation policy. The goal of

the system designer is to select scheduling and estimation policies such that the mean-squared error (MSE) between
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the observations at the sensors and the estimates at the receivers is minimized. This problem lies in the category

of team decision problems with non-classical information structure, which are in general very difficult to solve due

to a coupling between the scheduling and estimation policies known as signaling [2].

In addition to the classical applications of sensor scheduling, the framework proposed here can be used to model

real-time communication between Internet of Things (IoT) devices at the edge. Due to the massive number of

devices and the very high demand for communication resources, the scheduler selects the pieces of information that

are most relevant for a given task and discard the others, keeping the network data flow under control but at the

same time achieving a good system performance. A more specific application of interest is in systems known as

Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) for remote health care monitoring [3]–[5]. In these systems, the sensors

collect heterogeneous biometric data and transmit them to a mobile phone, which acts as a scheduler. In order to

preserve battery life and meet bandwidth constraints, the mobile phone selects one of them to transmit over the

network to one or multiple destinations.

To the best of our knowledge, most of the literature in sensor scheduling assumes that the joint probability density

function (PDF) of the random variables observed at the sensors is known a priori to the system designer. However,

this is a restrictive assumption because in most practical applications this information is typically not available. The

main challenge that we are trying to address in this paper is to design such system in the absence of knowledge of

the joint PDF, but in the presence of a dataset of independent and identically distributed (IID) samples. As it is to be

expected in such situations, very few theoretical guarantees can be provided under this general set of assumptions.

The set of theoretical results and algorithms presented here are based on ideas from quantization theory [6] and

modern techniques in non-convex optimization theory [7]. The results herein are mean to be provide a guide to the

art of designing such complex data-driven scheduling for remote estimation systems.

The main contributions of this work are:

• We provide a systematic data-driven approach for the joint design of scheduling and estimation rules for unicast

and broadcast networks.

• Our algorithm exploits decompositions of non-convex objectives as a difference-of-convex (DoC) functions

and use the convex-concave procedure (CCP) to efficiently find locally optimal solutions with guaranteed fast

convergence.

• Our algorithms are universal and work irrespective of the joint PDF that generated the dataset and for any

number of sensors.

• We establish a connection between our algorithms and subgradient methods. The main advantage of our

algorithms is that we do not need to select a step size at every iteration in a ad hoc manner. Our step sizes

are constant and arise naturally from the CCP.

A. Related Literature

Sensor scheduling for remote estimation has a vast and ever growing literature dating back to the 1970’s with the

pioneering work of [8]. These problems are difficult in general, but certain formulations admit optimal solutions

under assumptions on the underlying probabilistic model of the observations [1], [9], [10]. The modern literature
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on this topic has addressed a number of issues ranging from energy constraints [11], design of optimal event-

triggered scheduling policies [12], energy-harvesting sensors [13], [14], strategic communication [15], [16], and

performance-complexity trade-offs [17].

Our problem is based on the Observation-Driven Sensor Scheduling (ODSS) framework introduced in [18],

where the scheduling of sensors making correlated Gaussian observations is considered. The work in [18] uses

team decision theory to obtain person-by-person optimal scheduling and estimation policies while seeking to prove

the optimality of the so-called max-scheduler proposed in [19], which consists of letting the sensor with the

measurement of largest magnitude transmit over the network. The subsequent work [10] considered a sequential

ODSS framework with an energy-harvesting scheduler for sensors making independent observations distributed

according to symmetric and unimodal PDFs.

In this work, we study the ODSS framework under minimal assumptions on the probabilistic model. Our goal

is to design systems that: 1. could be used for any joint PDF without assumptions on the correlation structure of

the sensor observations; 2. provide a learning framework that could guide the designer in choosing a scheduler

with performance likely to be close to the optimal in case the PDF is unavailable. Our approach follows the

current state of the art in learning for controls and estimation, where models are not fully available to the system

designer and must be learned from data [20]–[22]. The DoC decompositions of the objective function contained

here were observed in [18] for the scheduling of two sensors making correlated Gaussian observations. Here we

formally establish the results in full generality and in addition, we show the connection of the resulting CCP with

subgradient methods with constant step sizes. Unfortunately, due to the lack of convexity and without knowledge

on the probabilistic model, we cannot guarantee that the solutions found by our algorithms are in fact optimal, but

we provide a learning framework which provides a systematic way to train and validate the performance of the

data-driven design.

B. Notation

We adopt the following notation: random variables and random vectors are represented using upper case letters,

such as X . Realizations of random variables and random vectors are represented by the corresponding lower case

letter, such as x. The probability density function of a continuous random variable X is denoted by fX . The real

line is denoted by R. The probability of an event E is denoted by P(E); the expectation of a random variable Z is

denoted by E[Z]. The indicator function of a statement S is defined as follows:

I
(
S
) def
=

1 if S is true

0 otherwise.
(1)

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the system depicted in Fig. 1 with n ≥ 2 sensor-estimator pairs communicating via a constrained

wireless network. We assume that the data observed at the sensors are realizations of the following continuous

random vector

X
def
=(X1, X2, · · · , Xn), (2)
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Wireless
Network

<latexit sha1_base64="tHe8vCLmSQqCM8gUmiM66CViOpc=">AAACBnicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT0KEhyCp9ENQb0NvHiSCdYN1jLS7NctLE1Lkiqj7ObFr+LFg4pXP4M3v43Z1oNuPgg83vv9krwXppwp7brfVmlpeWV1rbxub2xube84u3t3KskkBY8mPJHtkCjgTICnmebQTiWQOOTQCoeXE791D1KxRNzqUQpBTPqCRYwSbaSuc+hTEBokE33bbjEJHJTyffsa9EMih12n4lbdKfAiqRWkggo0u86X30toFptLKSdKdWpuqoOcSM0oh7HtZwpSQoekDx1DBYlBBfk0xxgfG6WHo0SaIzSeqr83chIrNYpDMxkTPVDz3kT8z+tkOjoPcibSTIOgs4eijGOd4EkpuGeCU81HhhAqmfkrpgMiCTXNKNuUUJuPvEi8evWi6t7UK43Too0yOkBH6ATV0BlqoCvURB6i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbLVnFzj76A+vzB8UcmMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tHe8vCLmSQqCM8gUmiM66CViOpc=">AAACBnicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT0KEhyCp9ENQb0NvHiSCdYN1jLS7NctLE1Lkiqj7ObFr+LFg4pXP4M3v43Z1oNuPgg83vv9krwXppwp7brfVmlpeWV1rbxub2xube84u3t3KskkBY8mPJHtkCjgTICnmebQTiWQOOTQCoeXE791D1KxRNzqUQpBTPqCRYwSbaSuc+hTEBokE33bbjEJHJTyffsa9EMih12n4lbdKfAiqRWkggo0u86X30toFptLKSdKdWpuqoOcSM0oh7HtZwpSQoekDx1DBYlBBfk0xxgfG6WHo0SaIzSeqr83chIrNYpDMxkTPVDz3kT8z+tkOjoPcibSTIOgs4eijGOd4EkpuGeCU81HhhAqmfkrpgMiCTXNKNuUUJuPvEi8evWi6t7UK43Too0yOkBH6ATV0BlqoCvURB6i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbLVnFzj76A+vzB8UcmMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tHe8vCLmSQqCM8gUmiM66CViOpc=">AAACBnicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT0KEhyCp9ENQb0NvHiSCdYN1jLS7NctLE1Lkiqj7ObFr+LFg4pXP4M3v43Z1oNuPgg83vv9krwXppwp7brfVmlpeWV1rbxub2xube84u3t3KskkBY8mPJHtkCjgTICnmebQTiWQOOTQCoeXE791D1KxRNzqUQpBTPqCRYwSbaSuc+hTEBokE33bbjEJHJTyffsa9EMih12n4lbdKfAiqRWkggo0u86X30toFptLKSdKdWpuqoOcSM0oh7HtZwpSQoekDx1DBYlBBfk0xxgfG6WHo0SaIzSeqr83chIrNYpDMxkTPVDz3kT8z+tkOjoPcibSTIOgs4eijGOd4EkpuGeCU81HhhAqmfkrpgMiCTXNKNuUUJuPvEi8evWi6t7UK43Too0yOkBH6ATV0BlqoCvURB6i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbLVnFzj76A+vzB8UcmMM=</latexit>

Sensors
<latexit sha1_base64="EfdB9Z0AMafAxGsXjnSvDZ1Q9MU=">AAAB7XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou4o3Ei0eMVkigIdtlChu2u83u1oQ0/AgvHtR49f9489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvSjnTxvO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT551DJTFAMquVTdiGjkTGBgmOHYTRWSJOLYiSY3c7/zhEozKR7MNMUwISPBYkaJsVLnHoWWSg+qNa/uLeCuE78gNSjQHlS/+kNJswSFoZxo3fO91IQ5UYZRjrNKP9OYEjohI+xZKkiCOswX587cC6sM3VgqW8K4C/X3RE4SradJZDsTYsZ61ZuL/3m9zMTNMGcizQwKulwUZ9w10p3/7g6ZQmr41BJCFbO3unRMFKHGJlSxIfirL6+ToFG/rnt3jVqrWaRRhjM4h0vw4QpacAttCIDCBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/tgo90</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EfdB9Z0AMafAxGsXjnSvDZ1Q9MU=">AAAB7XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou4o3Ei0eMVkigIdtlChu2u83u1oQ0/AgvHtR49f9489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvSjnTxvO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT551DJTFAMquVTdiGjkTGBgmOHYTRWSJOLYiSY3c7/zhEozKR7MNMUwISPBYkaJsVLnHoWWSg+qNa/uLeCuE78gNSjQHlS/+kNJswSFoZxo3fO91IQ5UYZRjrNKP9OYEjohI+xZKkiCOswX587cC6sM3VgqW8K4C/X3RE4SradJZDsTYsZ61ZuL/3m9zMTNMGcizQwKulwUZ9w10p3/7g6ZQmr41BJCFbO3unRMFKHGJlSxIfirL6+ToFG/rnt3jVqrWaRRhjM4h0vw4QpacAttCIDCBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/tgo90</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EfdB9Z0AMafAxGsXjnSvDZ1Q9MU=">AAAB7XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou4o3Ei0eMVkigIdtlChu2u83u1oQ0/AgvHtR49f9489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvSjnTxvO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT551DJTFAMquVTdiGjkTGBgmOHYTRWSJOLYiSY3c7/zhEozKR7MNMUwISPBYkaJsVLnHoWWSg+qNa/uLeCuE78gNSjQHlS/+kNJswSFoZxo3fO91IQ5UYZRjrNKP9OYEjohI+xZKkiCOswX587cC6sM3VgqW8K4C/X3RE4SradJZDsTYsZ61ZuL/3m9zMTNMGcizQwKulwUZ9w10p3/7g6ZQmr41BJCFbO3unRMFKHGJlSxIfirL6+ToFG/rnt3jVqrWaRRhjM4h0vw4QpacAttCIDCBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/tgo90</latexit>

Scheduler
<latexit sha1_base64="gE3hinBMVWKQEYjTmMu5yotPvOM=">AAAB73icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0X8UbixSNGKxhoyHY7hQ3bbbO7NSGEX+HFgxqv/h1v/hsX6EHBl0zy8t5MZuaFmeDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo4fdJorhj5LRao6IdUouETfcCOwkymkSSiwHY6uZ377CZXmqbw34wyDhA4kjzmjxkqPd2yIUS5Q9StVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj1K1+9KGV5gtIwQbXuem5mgglVhjOB03Iv15hRNqID7FoqaYI6mMwPnpJzq0QkTpUtachc/T0xoYnW4yS0nQk1Q73szcT/vG5u4kYw4TLLDUq2WBTngpiUzL4nEVfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxGZRuCt/zyKvHrtauae1uvNhtFGiU4hTO4AA8uoQk30AIfGCTwDK/w5ijnxXl3Phata04xcwJ/4Hz+AEoskDo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gE3hinBMVWKQEYjTmMu5yotPvOM=">AAAB73icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0X8UbixSNGKxhoyHY7hQ3bbbO7NSGEX+HFgxqv/h1v/hsX6EHBl0zy8t5MZuaFmeDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo4fdJorhj5LRao6IdUouETfcCOwkymkSSiwHY6uZ377CZXmqbw34wyDhA4kjzmjxkqPd2yIUS5Q9StVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj1K1+9KGV5gtIwQbXuem5mgglVhjOB03Iv15hRNqID7FoqaYI6mMwPnpJzq0QkTpUtachc/T0xoYnW4yS0nQk1Q73szcT/vG5u4kYw4TLLDUq2WBTngpiUzL4nEVfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxGZRuCt/zyKvHrtauae1uvNhtFGiU4hTO4AA8uoQk30AIfGCTwDK/w5ijnxXl3Phata04xcwJ/4Hz+AEoskDo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gE3hinBMVWKQEYjTmMu5yotPvOM=">AAAB73icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0X8UbixSNGKxhoyHY7hQ3bbbO7NSGEX+HFgxqv/h1v/hsX6EHBl0zy8t5MZuaFmeDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo4fdJorhj5LRao6IdUouETfcCOwkymkSSiwHY6uZ377CZXmqbw34wyDhA4kjzmjxkqPd2yIUS5Q9StVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj1K1+9KGV5gtIwQbXuem5mgglVhjOB03Iv15hRNqID7FoqaYI6mMwPnpJzq0QkTpUtachc/T0xoYnW4yS0nQk1Q73szcT/vG5u4kYw4TLLDUq2WBTngpiUzL4nEVfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxGZRuCt/zyKvHrtauae1uvNhtFGiU4hTO4AA8uoQk30AIfGCTwDK/w5ijnxXl3Phata04xcwJ/4Hz+AEoskDo=</latexit>

Estimators
<latexit sha1_base64="+iaUxylKaQpvfpQ7PJnIEpSpRyc=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVJJerLeCCB4rGFtsQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWwcWhpn32HkTplIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB0/mCTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px9cxvP3FtRKLucZLyIKZDJSLBKFrp8cagiCkm2vQrVbfmzkFWiVeQKhRo9StfvUHCspgrZJIa0/XcFIOcahRM8mm5lxmeUjamQ961VNGYmyCfJ56Sc6sMSJRo+xSSufp7I6exMZM4tJM23sgsezPxP6+bYdQIcqHSDLlii4+iTBJMyOx8MhCaM5QTSyjTwmYlbEQ1ZWhLKtsSvOWTV4lfr13V3Lt6tdko2ijBKZzBBXhwCU24hRb4wEDBM7zCm2OcF+fd+ViMrjnFzgn8gfP5A0bokNA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+iaUxylKaQpvfpQ7PJnIEpSpRyc=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVJJerLeCCB4rGFtsQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWwcWhpn32HkTplIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB0/mCTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px9cxvP3FtRKLucZLyIKZDJSLBKFrp8cagiCkm2vQrVbfmzkFWiVeQKhRo9StfvUHCspgrZJIa0/XcFIOcahRM8mm5lxmeUjamQ961VNGYmyCfJ56Sc6sMSJRo+xSSufp7I6exMZM4tJM23sgsezPxP6+bYdQIcqHSDLlii4+iTBJMyOx8MhCaM5QTSyjTwmYlbEQ1ZWhLKtsSvOWTV4lfr13V3Lt6tdko2ijBKZzBBXhwCU24hRb4wEDBM7zCm2OcF+fd+ViMrjnFzgn8gfP5A0bokNA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+iaUxylKaQpvfpQ7PJnIEpSpRyc=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVJJerLeCCB4rGFtsQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWwcWhpn32HkTplIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB0/mCTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px9cxvP3FtRKLucZLyIKZDJSLBKFrp8cagiCkm2vQrVbfmzkFWiVeQKhRo9StfvUHCspgrZJIa0/XcFIOcahRM8mm5lxmeUjamQ961VNGYmyCfJ56Sc6sMSJRo+xSSufp7I6exMZM4tJM23sgsezPxP6+bYdQIcqHSDLlii4+iTBJMyOx8MhCaM5QTSyjTwmYlbEQ1ZWhLKtsSvOWTV4lfr13V3Lt6tdko2ijBKZzBBXhwCU24hRb4wEDBM7zCm2OcF+fd+ViMrjnFzgn8gfP5A0bokNA=</latexit>

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="m9BOtPYrwdph9VjxxWoHNFi31E4=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWwR4LXjxWtB/QLiWbZtvQJLskWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8LG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pmzjVlLVoLGLdDYlhgivWstwK1k00IzIUrBNObud+54lpw2P1aKcJCyQZKR5xSqyTHvoyHZQrXtVbAK8TPycVyNEclL/6w5imkilLBTGm53uJDTKiLaeCzUr91LCE0AkZsZ6jikhmgmxx6gxfOGWIo1i7UhYv1N8TGZHGTGXoOiWxY7PqzcX/vF5qo3qQcZWklim6XBSlAtsYz//GQ64ZtWLqCKGau1sxHRNNqHXplFwI/urL66Rdq/pX1dr9daVRz+MowhmcwyX4cAMNuIMmtIDCCJ7hFd6QQC/oHX0sWwsonzmFP0CfP1uqjdA=</latexit>

�1
<latexit sha1_base64="0ityPPIkg1Aj4CKMahUaK/waSYM=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lspu3SzSbuToQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqObR4LGPdDZgBKRS0UKCEbqKBRYGETjC5nfudJ9BGxOoBpwn4ERspMRScoZW6/RAksoE3KFfcqrsAXSdeTiokR3NQ/uqHMU8jUMglM6bnuQn6GdMouIRZqZ8aSBifsBH0LFUsAuNni3tn9MIqIR3G2pZCulB/T2QsMmYaBbYzYjg2q95c/M/rpTis+5lQSYqg+HLRMJUUYzp/noZCA0c5tYRxLeytlI+ZZhxtRCUbgrf68jpp16reVbV2f11p1PM4iuSMnJNL4pEb0iB3pElahBNJnskreXMenRfn3flYthacfOaU/IHz+QO5MI+6</latexit>

�2
<latexit sha1_base64="s7HG2UsxTCpbNgzvy9a+EUwcGBI=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3SzSbuToRS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNkmmGW+xRCa6G1DDpVC8hQIl76aa0ziQvBOMb+d+54lrIxL1gJOU+zEdKhEJRtFK3X7IJdJBbVCuuFV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qhwnLYq6QSWpMz3NT9KdUo2CSz0r9zPCUsjEd8p6lisbc+NPFvTNyYZWQRIm2pZAs1N8TUxobM4kD2xlTHJlVby7+5/UyjOr+VKg0Q67YclGUSYIJmT9PQqE5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG1EJRuCt/ryOmnXqt5VtXZ/XWnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8we6tI+7</latexit>

�n
<latexit sha1_base64="mPr6RJbShQCaoErgKYt2eLvIG/w=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lspu3SzSbuToQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqObR4LGPdDZgBKRS0UKCEbqKBRYGETjC5nfudJ9BGxOoBpwn4ERspMRScoZW6/RAksoEalCtu1V2ArhMvJxWSozkof/XDmKcRKOSSGdPz3AT9jGkUXMKs1E8NJIxP2Ah6lioWgfGzxb0zemGVkA5jbUshXai/JzIWGTONAtsZMRybVW8u/uf1UhzW/UyoJEVQfLlomEqKMZ0/T0OhgaOcWsK4FvZWysdMM442opINwVt9eZ20a1Xvqlq7v6406nkcRXJGzskl8cgNaZA70iQtwokkz+SVvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnNK/sD5/AEVs4/3</latexit>

X1
<latexit sha1_base64="+p0/I/qV/YsO/+Ay7VJue6QvF6g=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoTvwBuWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5easO5nXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68Ttq1qndVrd1fVxr1PI4inME5XIIHN9CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gDZLY16</latexit>

X2
<latexit sha1_base64="79dryFiIv5RCsVtWCoKDjxJQ2As=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD91BbVCuuFV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni1Bm5sMqQhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophnU/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbRrVe+qWru/rjTqeRxFOINzuAQPbqABd9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AHasY17</latexit>

Xn
<latexit sha1_base64="D5VU6DkeZr7LU8pnMhRn6Zr6Q5Y=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoTuQg3LFrboLkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNWPczLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y5AqZEVNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPwVl9eJ+1a1buq1u6vK416HkcRzuAcLsGDG2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA1sI23</latexit>

X̂1<latexit sha1_base64="NYMQw2VctmnMghxSUVA8Eu2WtNY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRVsMeCF48V7Ie0oWy2m3bp7ibsToQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcoOd9O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqKWvRWMS6GxLDBFeshRwF6yaaERkK1gknt3O/88S04bF6wGnCAklGikecErTSY39MMOvOBv6gXPGq3gLuOvFzUoEczUH5qz+MaSqZQiqIMT3fSzDIiEZOBZuV+qlhCaETMmI9SxWRzATZ4uCZe2GVoRvF2pZCd6H+nsiINGYqQ9spCY7NqjcX//N6KUb1IOMqSZEpulwUpcLF2J1/7w65ZhTF1BJCNbe3unRMNKFoMyrZEPzVl9dJu1b1r6q1++tKo57HUYQzOIdL8OEGGnAHTWgBBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHqEqQRw==</latexit>

X̂2<latexit sha1_base64="hsWZLYPjs2NKc6NrMiczPomlEhg=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFKj/0xxaw7G9QG5YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNAflr/4wZmnEFTJJjel5boJ+RjUKJvms1E8NTyib0BHvWapoxI2fLQ6ekQurDEkYa1sKyUL9PZHRyJhpFNjOiOLYrHpz8T+vl2JY9zOhkhS5YstFYSoJxmT+PRkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVoMyrZELzVl9dJu1b1rqq1++tKo57HUYQzOIdL8OAGGnAHTWgBgwie4RXeHO28OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPqc6QSA==</latexit>

X̂n<latexit sha1_base64="xw7x8HB0S61OTw+hT6Q4lSsXSFg=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRVsMeCF48V7Ie0oWy2m3bp7ibsToQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcoOd9O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqKWvRWMS6GxLDBFeshRwF6yaaERkK1gknt3O/88S04bF6wGnCAklGikecErTSY39MMOvOBmpQrnhVbwF3nfg5qUCO5qD81R/GNJVMIRXEmJ7vJRhkRCOngs1K/dSwhNAJGbGepYpIZoJscfDMvbDK0I1ibUuhu1B/T2REGjOVoe2UBMdm1ZuL/3m9FKN6kHGVpMgUXS6KUuFi7M6/d4dcM4piagmhmttbXTommlC0GZVsCP7qy+ukXav6V9Xa/XWlUc/jKMIZnMMl+HADDbiDJrSAgoRneIU3RzsvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDBM2QhA==</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="6maKOKViTd7fDsx4PBG1yZKhV5g=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI4kXjxClEcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtaEEL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj27nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS475fLLlldwGyTryMlCBDvV/86g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsafUmU4Ezgr9FKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP3p4tAZubDKgISxsiUNWai/J6Y00noSBbYzomakV725+J/XTU1Y9adcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03BhuCtvrxOWpWyd1WuNK5LtWoWRx7O4BwuwYMbqMEd1KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AKxxjNE=</latexit>

Y1
<latexit sha1_base64="3qT1QNLJoBSXnU/JQHvsYmZsFZc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWNF+yFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVa6f+x7/VLZrbhzkFXi5aQMORr90ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNhLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JulQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NWPMzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2naEPwll9eJa1qxbusVO+uyvVaHkcBTuEMLsCDa6jDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDas417</latexit>

Y2
<latexit sha1_base64="T9/W+lzp6mkVEYxi4mHiFflE3LE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWNF+yFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVa6f+xX+6WyW3HnIKvEy0kZcjT6pa/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAabGXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TcKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5uasOZnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtO0YbgLb+8SlrVindZqd5dleu1PI4CnMIZXIAH11CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AHcN418</latexit>

Yn
<latexit sha1_base64="JFTMNezbdd92z0Qlh4HE73zHAMU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWNF+yFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfjm5nffuLaiFg94CThfkSHSoSCUbTS/WNf9Utlt+LOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSiCtkkhrT9dwE/YxqFEzyabGXGp5QNqZD3rVU0YgbP5ufOiXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfFsOZnQiUpcsUWi8JUEozJ7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTtCF4yy+vkla14l1WqndX5Xotj6MAp3AGF+DBNdThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwA3No24</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="f1+k6TCZ5QJOUvdcJ9hTrzg9BOA=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF+wFtKJvNtl27yYbdSaGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltGZVqxptMSaU7ATVcipg3UaDknURzGgWSt4Px3dxvT7g2QsWPOE24H9FhLAaCUbRSqzcJFZp+qexW3AXIOvFyUoYcjX7pqxcqlkY8RiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Ve6nhCWVjOuRdS2MaceNni2tn5NIqIRkobStGslB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojgyq95c/M/rpjio+ZmIkxR5zJaLBqkkqMj8dRIKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVoAyraELzVl9dJq1rxrivVh5tyvZbHUYBzuIAr8OAW6nAPDWgCgyd4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWDSefOYM/cD5/AMm7jzw=</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="f1+k6TCZ5QJOUvdcJ9hTrzg9BOA=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF+wFtKJvNtl27yYbdSaGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltGZVqxptMSaU7ATVcipg3UaDknURzGgWSt4Px3dxvT7g2QsWPOE24H9FhLAaCUbRSqzcJFZp+qexW3AXIOvFyUoYcjX7pqxcqlkY8RiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Ve6nhCWVjOuRdS2MaceNni2tn5NIqIRkobStGslB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojgyq95c/M/rpjio+ZmIkxR5zJaLBqkkqMj8dRIKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVoAyraELzVl9dJq1rxrivVh5tyvZbHUYBzuIAr8OAW6nAPDWgCgyd4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWDSefOYM/cD5/AMm7jzw=</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="f1+k6TCZ5QJOUvdcJ9hTrzg9BOA=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF+wFtKJvNtl27yYbdSaGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltGZVqxptMSaU7ATVcipg3UaDknURzGgWSt4Px3dxvT7g2QsWPOE24H9FhLAaCUbRSqzcJFZp+qexW3AXIOvFyUoYcjX7pqxcqlkY8RiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Ve6nhCWVjOuRdS2MaceNni2tn5NIqIRkobStGslB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojgyq95c/M/rpjio+ZmIkxR5zJaLBqkkqMj8dRIKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVoAyraELzVl9dJq1rxrivVh5tyvZbHUYBzuIAr8OAW6nAPDWgCgyd4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWDSefOYM/cD5/AMm7jzw=</latexit>

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the remote sensing system with n sensor-estimator pairs over a bandwidth constrained wireless network.

which is distributed according to an arbitrary joint PDF, fX . We also assume that each Xi, i ∈ {1, · · · , n} has

finite first and second-order moments. These are the only assumptions on the underlying probabilistic model of the

problem.

The measurements are communicated by the sensors to a scheduler. Due to bandwidth constraints, we assume that

only one sensor measurement can be transmitted at a time and the role of the scheduler is to choose which of the

sensor measurements is transmitted over the network to its destination. The scheduling decision, U ∈ {1, · · · , n}
is taken according to a policy µ : Rn → {1, · · · , n} such that

U = µ(X1, · · · , Xn). (3)

When a sensor is chosen by the scheduler, a communication packet S containing its measurement and identification

number is sent over the network, i.e., if U = j then

S = (j,Xj). (4)

In this work, we will consider unicast and broadcast networks. In the case of a unicast network, only the estimator

associated with the chosen sensor receives the transmitted measurement. The remaining estimators receive a special

erasure symbol ∅. In other words, if U = j then

Yi =

(j,Xj), i = j

∅, i 6= j.

(5)

When the scheduling policy is properly designed, the erasure symbol may convey valuable information about Xi

to its corresponding estimator. In the case of a broadcast network, whichever packet transmitted by the scheduler

is received by all the estimators, i.e., if U = j then

Yi = (j,Xj) i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (6)

Upon receiving Yi, the i-th estimator uses a function δi to compute an estimate of the i-th measurement as

follows

X̂i = δi(Yi), i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (7)
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We denote the collection of estimation functions by

δ
def
=(δ1, · · · , δn). (8)

Problem 1 (Observation-driven sensor scheduling): Given the joint PDF of the sensor data fX and the network

operation mode (unicast or broadcast), design the scheduling and estimation policies µ and δ such that the following

mean-squared error between observations and estimates:

J(µ, δ) = E

[
n∑
i=1

(Xi − X̂i)
2

]
(9)

is minimized.

Remark 1: Notice that here we are assuming that we know fX , which is not a realistic assumption in many

practical scenarios. However, we will first derive our results for this case and lift this assumption later to obtain a

completely data-driven design approach.

III. UNICAST NETWORK

In this setting, the wireless network behaves as independent links between sensors and their corresponding

receivers. However, due to bandwidth constraints, only only link may be active at a time. The scheduler then selects

which of the n links to be active, and the remaining links are idle but the observation of a silent symbol still

conveys information about the non-transmitted measurements.

Definition 1 (Estimation policies for estimation over unicast networks): An estimation policy for the i-th estimator

in the unicast network case is a function parameterized by x̂i ∈ R such that:

δi(Yi) =

Xi if Yi = (i,Xi)

x̂i if Y = ∅.
(10)

Therefore, the collection of estimation policies δ for Problem 1 is completely characterized by a vector x̂ ∈ Rn,

where:

x̂
def
=(x̂1, · · · , x̂n). (11)

Theorem 1 (Difference-of-convex decomposition – unicast case): If the estimators in Problem 1 use policies of

the form in Definition 1, the objective function in Eq. (9) admits the following decomposition as a difference of

two convex functions:

J(µ?δ , δ) = E

[
n∑
i=1

(Xi − x̂i)2
]
− E

[
max

j∈{1,··· ,n}

{
(Xj − x̂j)2

}]
, (12)

where µ?δ is the optimal scheduler for a fixed collection of estimation policies δ, which is parameterized by the

vector x̂ ∈ Rn.

Proof: Using the estimators in Definition 1 and the law of total expectation, the cost function in Eq. (9) can

be expressed in integral form as follows:

J(µ, δ) =

n∑
j=1

∫
Rn

[∑
i6=j

(xi − x̂i)2
]
I
(
µ(x) = j

)
fX(x)dx. (13)
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For a fixed δ, in other words, for a fixed x̂ ∈ Rn, the optimal scheduler µ?δ is determined by the following set of

inequalities:

µ?δ(x) = j ⇔ |xj − x̂j | ≥ |x` − x̂`|, ` ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (14)

This scheduler leads to the following objective function as a function of δ:

J(µ?δ , δ) = E

 min
j∈{1,··· ,n}

{∑
i6=j

(Xi − x̂i)2
} . (15)

The objective function in Eq. (15) is non-convex due to the min{·} in the argument of the expectation operator.

However, the identities hold

min
j

{∑
i 6=j

(Xi − x̂i)2
}

= min
j

{ n∑
i=1

(Xi − x̂i)2 − (Xj − x̂j)2
}

=

n∑
i=1

(Xi − x̂i)2 +min
j

{
− (Xj − x̂j)2

}
(16)

=

n∑
i=1

(Xi − x̂i)2 −max
j

{
(Xj − x̂j)2

}
. (17)

The result follows from the linearity of the expectation operator.

The fact that the optimization problem admits a DoC decomposition is attractive because it allows the use of global

optimization techniques such as branch-and-bound methods, which are guaranteed to converge to a globally optimal

solution [23]. However, the convergence of such algorithms is typically very slow for large dimensional optimization

problems, which in our case, would be prohibitive in case of a large number of sensors. Therefore, these global

optimization techniques would not be suitable for IoT applications. On the other hand, the DoC decomposition also

allows for the use of a technique known as the convex-concave procedure (CCP) [7], [24], [25], which is guaranteed

to converge to a locally optimal solution [26] and often admits simpler and faster implementation.

A. Convex-concave procedure

The convex-concave procedure is an optimization technique used to find local minima of non-convex cost functions

that admit a DoC decomposition. The advantage of using CCP over a subgradient method is that the CCP makes

use of the structure of the cost function, which in certain special cases can lead to very efficient algorithms. Herein,

we will apply the CCP to the cost in Eq. (12).

Theorem 2: Consider the unconstrained non-convex optimization problem:

min
x̂∈Rn

J(x̂) = F (x̂)−G(x̂), (18)

where

F (x̂)
def
= E

[
n∑
i=1

(Xi − x̂i)2
]

(19)

and

G(x̂)
def
= E

[
max

j∈{1,··· ,n}

{
(Xj − x̂j)2

}]
. (20)
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Let g be any subgradient of the function G. The dynamical system described by the recursion:

x̂(k+1) =
1

2
g(x̂(k)) + E[X] (21)

converges to a local minimum of J(x̂).

Proof: We will apply the CCP to the optimization problem in Eqs. (18) to (20). The CCP consists of

approximating the non-convex part of J , i.e., G, by its affine approximation at a given point x̂(k) ∈ Rn:

Gaffine(x̂; x̂
(k))

def
= G(x̂(k)) + g(x̂(k))T(x̂− x̂(k)), (22)

where g(x̂(k)) is any subgradient1 of the function G at the point x̂(k). Then a new point x̂(k+1) is generated

according as a solution of a convex optimization problem as follows:

x̂(k+1) = arg min
x̂∈Rn

{
F (x̂)−Gaffine(x̂; x̂

(k))
}
. (23)

The unconstrained convex optimization problem in Eq. (23) can be solved by using the first order optimality

condition:

∇(F (x̂)−Gaffine(x̂))
∣∣∣
x̂=x̂?

= 0, (24)

which in this case has a unique solution. Computing the gradient above at x̂? yields:

2(x̂? − E[X])− g(x̂(k)) = 0. (25)

Finally, by solving for x̂?, we obtain the following dynamical system:

x̂(k+1) =
1

2
g(x̂(k)) + E[X]. (26)

The sequence of the points generated according to the dynamical system above is guaranteed to converge to one

of the local optimizers of J . The proof of this fact can be found in [26].

B. Relationship with subgradient methods

The dynamical system in Eq. (21) is related to subgradient methods of the form:

x̂(k+1) = x̂(k) − αkj(x̂(k)) (27)

where j(x̂(k)) is a subgradient of J at x̂(k). Notice that convergence results for such algorithms exist under the

condition that J is a convex function and the step sequence satisfies certain summability conditions2 that typically

1A vector g ∈ Rn is a subgradient of f : Rn → R at x ∈ dom f if for all z ∈ dom f ,

f(z) ≥ f(x) + gT(z − x).

2For example, if the step size sequence {αk} satisfies:

∞∑
k=0

α2
k <∞ and

∞∑
k=0

αk =∞.
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imply a very slow convergence rate to a global minimum. There are no guarantees in general that a subgradient

method like the one in Eq. (27) will converge to a local minimum if the the objective function is non-convex.

The dynamical system from the CCP in Eq. (21) is equivalent to:

x̂(k+1) = x̂(k) − 1

2
j(x(k)), (28)

where

j(x(k))
def
= ∇F (x̂(k))− g(x̂(k)). (29)

The constant step size α = 0.5 is highly desirable because it yields a fast convergence to a local minimum despite

the fact that the objective function is non-convex. Furthermore, even for convex objectives, the constant step size

only guarantees convergence to a point within a fixed gap of the optimal solution [27].

C. Computing a subgradient

The dynamical system in Eq. (21) relies on the fact that at every time step k, we are able to evaluate a subgradient

g of the function G defined in Eq. (20). The fact that only a subgradient is required is important because the function

max inside the expectation G is non-differentiable, which may lead to a non-differentiable G depending on the

joint PDF fX . Next, we will use weak subgradient calculus to compute a subgradient g.

For a fixed vector x ∈ Rn, define:

G(x̂;x)
def
= max

j∈{1,··· ,n}

{
(xj − x̂j)2

}
, (30)

and

Gj(x̂;x)
def
=(xj − x̂j)2, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (31)

Therefore,

G(x̂;x) = max
j∈{1,··· ,n}

Gj(x̂;x) (32)

The gradient of each Gj(x̂;x) is given by

∇Gj(x̂;x) = −2(xj − x̂j)ej , (33)

where ej is the j-th canonical basis vector in Rn.

The computation of a subgradient for G(x̂;x) is done via an algorithmic procedure, which implements simple a

linear search. For a fixed pair of arguments (x̂;x), the subgradient is computed as follows:

g(x; x̂) = subgrad(x; x̂), (34)

where subgrad is given in the algorithmic procedure below:

Finally, weak subgradient calculus states that

g(x̂)
def
= E

[
g(x̂;X)

]
, (35)

belongs to the sub-differential ∂G(x̂), where the expectation is taken with respect to the random vector X . Thus,

Eq. (35) is a subgradient of G at x̂ [28].
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Algorithm 1
1: procedure SUBGRAD(x̂, x) . A subgradient of G(x̂, x)

2: G? ← −∞
3: j? ← 0

4: for j ∈ {1, · · · , n} do . Linear search

5: G← Gj(x̂;x)

6: if G ≥ G? then

7: G? ← G

8: j? ← j

9: end if

10: end for

11: g ← ∇Gj?(x̂;x)
12: return g . The vector g is a subgradient of G at (x̂;x)

13: end procedure

Remark 2: The computational procedure derived from the CCP is simple, but still requires the computation of

an n-dimensional integral due to the expectation operator. Two things may occur: 1. we know the PDF of the

measurement vector X , and the dimension n is small enough to allow for efficient numerical computation of the

expectation; 2. we do not have access to the PDF or the dimension n is prohibitively large, but we have access to

a (sufficiently large) data set. The latter scenario will be explored in Section V.

D. An illustrative example

Here we provide an example for the observation-driven scheduling over a unicast network with n = 2 sensor-

estimator pairs. Each sensor observes a component of a bivariate source X = (X1, X2). Let X be distributed

according to the following mixture of bivariate Gaussians:

X ∼ 3

4
N

0
0

 ,
1 0

0 1

+
1

4
N

4
2

 ,
 1 0.4

0.4 1

 . (36)

Figure 2 shows the objective function in Eq. (15) for the PDF in Eq. (36) (shown in logarithmic scale to emphasize

its two local minima) and its level curves are shown in Fig. 3. As it was expected, this objective function is non-

convex.

Assuming that we did not know the number of local minima, we used the algorithm in Eq. (21) for 1000 random

initial conditions x̂(0) ∈ R2, and kept the resulting x̂? with the best value. In our case, we obtained:

x̂? =

0.0045
1.5900

 (37)

with an associated value of

J(x̂?) = 0.8065. (38)
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Fig. 2. Objective function J(x̂) in Eq. (15) for the observations X1 and X2 jointly distributed according to the Gaussian mixture in Eq. (36).

We have used log scale to emphasize the two local minima.

Therefore, the optimal scheduler is given by

µ?(x) =

1 if |x1 − 0.0045| ≥ |x2 − 1.5900|

2 otherwise,
(39)

the optimal estimators are given by

δ?1(Y1) =

X1 if Y1 = (1, X1)

0.0045 if Y1 = ∅
(40)

and

δ?2(Y2) =

X2 if Y2 = (2, X2)

1.5900 if Y1 = ∅.
(41)

In order to compare the performance of this observation-driven scheduler, consider a blind-scheduler, µblind, which

gives channel access to the sensor with the largest variance. The corresponding blind-estimators δblind output the

expected value of the unobserved random variable, i.e.,

µblind(x) = arg max
i∈{1,2}

Var(Xi) (42)

and

δblind
i (Yi) =

Xi if Yi = (i,Xi)

E[Xi] if Yi = ∅.
(43)
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Fig. 3. Level curves for the objective function J(x̂) shown in Fig. 2.

In this example, the performance of the blind scheduler is:

J(µblind, δblind) = min{4, 1.75} = 1.75. (44)

Notice that the performance of the observation-driven scheduler in this case is approximately 54% better than the

blind-scheduler.

IV. BROADCAST NETWORK

When the wireless network is of the broadcast type, all the estimators, receive the same signal. This signal is

then used as side information to estimate the non-received random variables. Given that U = j, the received signals

at the estimators are:

Yi = (j,Xj), i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (45)

In this case, Xj serves as side information for the estimates X̂i, i 6= j. This must be the case even if the sensors

make mutually independent observations.

Proposition 1: Consider Problem 1 over a broadcast network. Let i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} such that i 6= j. For a fixed

scheduling policy µ, the optimal estimator δ?µ,i is of the following form:

δ?µ,i(Yi) =

Xi Yi = (i,Xi)

ηij(Xj) Yj = (j,Xj),

(46)

where ηij are functions that depend implicitly on µ.

Proof: For a fixed scheduling policy µ, the mean-squared error objective function implies that the optimal

estimator is the conditional mean of the measurement given the channel output, i.e., for U = j,

δ?i,µ(j, xj) = E
[
Xi | µ(X) = j,Xj = xj

]
. (47)
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If i = j, then

E
[
Xi | µ(X) = i,Xi = xi

]
= xi. (48)

If i 6= j, then

E
[
Xi | µ(X) = j,Xj = xj

] def
= ηij(xj). (49)

Remark 3: Without making any assumptions on the probabilistic model or the scheduler there is nothing we

can say about the structure of the optimal representation functions ηij . In fact, even if the observations are jointly

Gaussian, the optimal representation functions can be nonlinear [18].

In order to obtain a tractable finite dimensional optimization problem we will constrain the estimators for a

broadcast network to the affine class.

Definition 2 (Policies for estimation over boradcast networks): An estimation policy for the i-th estimator in the

broadcast network case is a function parameterized by weights wij ∈ R and biases bij ∈ R, such that:

δi(Yi) =

Xi if Yi = (i,Xi)

wijXj + bij if Yi = (j,Xj) and j 6= i.

(50)

We are trading off optimality for tractability by constraining the class of estimators to be affine, and performing the

optimization within that class. Also notice that there is a considerable increase in the complexity of the estimators:

The total number of optimization variables in this version of Problem 1 is equal to the number of parameters used

to describe all the estimators. In this case, this number is:

d = 2(n− 1)n. (51)

Therefore, the number of variables scales quadratically with the number of sensors, as opposed to the the linear

number of variables in the unicast case. Nevertheless, the number of variables in our algorithm scales polynomially

in the number of sensors, which is still manageable for applications with a large number of sensors, such as IoT.

Therefore, the collection of estimation policies δ for Problem 1 is characterized by θ ∈ Rd:

θ
def
= vec(θ1, · · · , θn), (52)

where

θj
def
= vec

({wij
bij

 , i 6= j
})
. (53)

Theorem 3 (Difference-of-convex decomposition – broadcast case): If the estimators in Problem 1 use policies

of the form in Definition 2, the objective function in Eq. (9) admits the following decomposition as a difference of

two convex functions:

J(µ?δ , δ) = E

[
n∑
`=1

∑
i 6=`

(Xi − (wi`X` + bi`))
2 − max

j∈{1,··· ,n}

{ ∑
(i,`) 6=(j,j)

(
Xi − (wi`X` + bi`)

)2}]
. (54)
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Proof: For a fixed collection of estimation policies of the form given in Definition 2, i.e. for a fixed vector

θ ∈ Rd, and using the law of total expectation, the cost function in Eq. (9) can be expressed in integral form as

follows:

J(µ, δ) =

n∑
j=1

[∫
Rn

(∑
i 6=j

(
xi − (wijxj − bij)

)2)× I(µ(x) = j)fX(x)dx

]
. (55)

The optimal scheduling policy µ?δ(x) = j if and only if the following set of inequalities are satisfied:∑
i 6=j

(
xi − (wijxj + bij)

)2
<
∑
i 6=`

(
xi − (wi`xj + bi`)

)2
, ` 6= j. (56)

Using this scheduler, we may rewrite the optimization problem as a function of the parameters of the estimators,

θ. Thus,

J(µ?δ , δ) = E

[
min

j∈{1,··· ,n}

{∑
i 6=j

(
Xi − (wijXj + bij)

)2}]
. (57)

The following identity holds:∑
i 6=j

(
Xi − (wijXj − bij)

)2
=

n∑
`=1

∑
i6=`

(
Xi − (wi`X` + bi`)

)2 − ∑
(i,`) 6=(j,j)

(
Xi − (wi`X` + bi`)

)2
. (58)

Finally,

min
j

∑
i6=j

(
Xi − (wijXj + bij)

)2
=

n∑
`=1

∑
i 6=`

(
Xi − (wi`X` + bi`)

)2 −max
j

∑
(i,`)6=(j,j)

(
Xi − (wi`X` + bi`)

)2
. (59)

Remark 4: Notice that the DoC decomposition in the broadcast case is not as neat as in the unicast case. The

reason is that for each Xj , the estimator uses a different set of parameters wij , bij . However, the decomposition in

Theorem 3 is just as useful as the one in Theorem 1.

A. Convex-concave procedure

For the remainder of this section, we will assume that n = 2. The equations for n > 2 are presented in the

appendix.

The parameter vector θ which specifies the affine estimators δ1 and δ2 is:

θ = (w21, b21, w12, b12). (60)

Theorem 4: Consider the unconstrained non-convex optimization problem:

min
θ∈R4

J(θ) = F (θ)−G(θ), (61)

where

F (θ)
def
= E

[
(X1 − (w12X2 + b12))

2 + (X2 − (w21X1 + b21))
2
]

(62)

and

G(θ)
def
= E

[
max

{(
X1 − (w12X2 + b12)

)2
,
(
X2 − (w21X1 + b21)

)2}]
. (63)
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Let g be any subgradient of the function G. One such subgradient is given by

g(θ) = −2E


X1(X2 − w21X1 − b21)I(|X1 − w12X2 − b12| < |X2 − w21X1 − b21|)

(X2 − w21X1 − b21)I(|X1 − w12X2 − b12| < |X2 − w21X1 − b21|)
X2(X1 − w12X2 − b12)I(|X1 − w12X2 − b12| ≥ |X2 − w21X1 − b21|)

(X1 − w12X2 − b12)I(|X1 − w12X2 − b12| ≥ |X2 − w21X1 − b21|)

 . (64)

Let A and b be defined as:

A
def
= 2


E[X2

1 ] E[X1] 0 0

E[X1] 1 0 0

0 0 E[X2
2 ] E[X2]

0 0 E[X2] 1

 (65)

and

b
def
= 2


E[X1X2]

E[X2]

E[X1X2]

E[X1]

 . (66)

The dynamical system described by the recursion:

θ(k+1) = A−1
(
g(θ(k)) + b

)
(67)

converges to a local minimum of J(θ).

Remark 5: Under the assumption that the observations at the sensors X1 and X2 are random variables with finite

first and second moments, the matrix A is always invertible.

Proof: Using the CCP to the minimization problem in Eqs. (61) to (63), we have

θ̂(k+1) = arg min
θ∈R4

{
F (θ)−Gaffine(θ; θ

(k))
}
, (68)

where

Gaffine(θ; θ
(k))

def
= G(θ(k)) + g(θ(k))T(θ − θ(k)). (69)

The unconstrained convex optimization problem in Eq. (68) can be solved by using the first order optimality

condition:

∇
(
F (θ)−Gaffine(θ; θ

(k))
)∣∣∣
θ=θ?

= 0, (70)

which in this case has a unique solution. Computing the gradient above at x̂? yields:

Aθ? − b− g(θ(k)) = 0. (71)

Solving for θ? gives the dynamical system in Eq. (67). The convergence to a local minimum is guaranteed by the

CCP.

Remark 6: The computational bottleneck in our algorithm comes from the fact that in order to compute the

subgradient in Eq. (64) we need to compute 2-dimensional integrals of arguments that involve indicator functions.

These are numerically hard to deal with and may lead to slow convergence rates, and oftentimes, the integral may
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not converge at all, leading to poor performance. The situation is further complicated when the number of sensor-

estimator pairs is large. However, the most important observation is that the overall structure of the algorithm does

not depend on the distribution of the data.

B. Relationship with subgradient methods

The algorithm of Eq. (64) can also be put in a form that resembles a subgradient method as follows:

θ(k+1) = θ(k) −A−1j(θ(k)). (72)

As opposed to the algorithm obtained for unicast networks, there is not a scalar step size. The subgradient j(θ(k))

is instead multiplied by the matrix A−1. Therefore, the step size corresponds to spectral radius of A−1, and it is

still constant.

Corollary 1: The step size α of the algorithm in Eq. (64) is the sepctral radius of the inverse of A defined in

Eq. (65):

α
def
= ρ(A−1). (73)

C. An illustrative example

Consider the observation driven scheduling over a broadcast network with n = 2 sensor-estimator pairs. Each

sensor observes a component of a bivariate source X = (X1, X2). Let X be distributed according to the same

mixture of bivariate Gaussians of Eq. (36). Running the algorithm in Eq. (67) for 1000 different initial conditions,

θ(0), and keeping the solution with the best value, we obtain the following

θ? = (0.4238, 0.2151, −0.2390, 0.0624) (74)

with

J(θ?) = 0.5276. (75)

Therefore, the optimal scheduler is given by

µ?(x) =

1 if |x1 + 0.2390x2 − 0.0624| ≥ |x2 − 0.4238x1 − 0.2151|

2 otherwise,
(76)

and the optimal estimators are given by

δ?1(Y1) =

X1 if Y1 = (1, X1)

−0.2390X2 + 0.0624 if Y1 = (2, X2)

(77)

and

δ?2(Y2) =

X2 if Y2 = (2, X2)

0.4238X1 + 0.2151 if Y2 = (1, X1).

(78)

Comparing the performance of the optimal scheme obtained for a unicast network with the one obtained here

for the broadcast network, we observe an improvement of 34.58%. This is possible due to the additional side

information provided by the broadcast channel to all the estimators at every transmission. However, this comes at

the price of a more complex optimization problem involving a larger number of optimization variables.
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V. DATA-DRIVEN SENSOR SCHEDULING

With the machinery developed in Sections III and IV, we are finally ready to address the case in which the

PDF is unknown but a dataset D is available to the designer. The fact that all the theoretical results and associated

algorithms hold irrespective of the joint PDF fX is very important. However, since the PDF is not available to us,

we cannot compute expectations. Here we propose a heuristics that consists of replacing the expectations by their

corresponding empirical means computed based on D. For the remainder of this section, we will assume the design

of schedulers and estimators for broadcast networks with n = 2. The design for unicast networks would follow the

same steps and is omitted for brevity.

A. Learning framework

Consider a data set of size N > 1:

D =
{
x1(k), · · · , xn(k)

}N
k=1

(79)

Define the empirical risk as:

JD(θ) = FD(θ)−GD(θ), (80)

where

FD(θ)
def
=

1

N

N∑
k=1

[
(x1(k)− w12x2(k)− b12)2 + (x2(k)− w21x1(k)− b21)2

]
(81)

and

GD(θ)
def
=

1

N

N∑
k=1

[
max

{(
x1(k)− w12x2(k)− b12

)2
,
(
x2(k)− w21x1(k)− b21

)2}]
. (82)

The CCP operates exactly the same as before, but with the advantage that computing a subgradient involves

evaluating an empirical mean rather than computing an integral, which can be done far more efficiently and faster

than solving an integral, even if we knew the PDF. The (approximate) CCP algorithm becomes:

θ(k+1) = A−1D gD(θ
(k)) + bD, (83)

where

AD =
2

N

N∑
k=1


x21(k) x1(k) 0 0

x1(k) 1 0 0

0 0 x22(k) x22(k)

0 0 x2(k) 1

 , (84)

bD =
2

N

N∑
k=1


x1(k)x2(k)

x2(k)

x1(k)x2(k)

x1(k)

 , (85)

and gD is any subgradient of GD.

The algorithm above converges to a local minimum θ̂? of the empirical risk JD, and not of the original cost J .

But, if N is sufficiently large, the empirical risk JD will be close to J and to the solution obtained through our
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algorithm θ̂? that would have been obtained if we had access to the unknown PDF, fX . By assumption, we cannot

verify exactly how far the solution obtained from the approximate CCP computed using the (training) dataset D, is

from the true solution θ?. Instead, we perform out-of-sample validation by evaluating the empirical risk using an

independent test dataset T of size M , where M � N . If the value of the empirical risk JT (θ̂?) is approximately

equal to JD(θ̂?), we declare success and that we have learned the parameters that characterize the optimal scheduler

and estimators θ? with some degree of confidence. If JT (θ̂?) is not approximately equal to JD(θ̂?), we declare

failure and are forced to increase the size of the training data, and repeat the process. This learning framework is

based on [29] and illustrated in the block diagram in Fig. 4.

training
data

approximate 
CCP

out-of-sample
validation

test
data

D
<latexit sha1_base64="leo7njjGGlYd2Jtc1xCInksi1m4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRWtO4KunBZwT4gDWUynbRDJ5MwMxFK6Ge4caGIW7/GnX/jJA2i1gMDh3PuZc49fsyZ0rb9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BV0WJJLRDIh7Jvo8V5UzQjmaa034sKQ59Tnv+9Drzew9UKhaJez2LqRfisWABI1gbyR2EWE8I5unNfFit2XU7B1omTkFqUKA9rH4MRhFJQio04Vgp17Fj7aVYakY4nVcGiaIxJlM8pq6hAodUeWkeeY5OjDJCQSTNExrl6s+NFIdKzULfTGYR1V8vE//z3EQHTS9lIk40FWTxUZBwpCOU3Y9GTFKi+cwQTCQzWRGZYImJNi1V8hKuMlx8n7xMumd1p1Fv3J3XWs2ijjIcwTGcggOX0IJbaEMHCETwCM/wYmnryXq13hajJavYOYRfsN6/AIqjkYc=</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="ASSRODnmZciPBb6gKzv1A84SD8Q=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRWtO4KblxW6AvSUCbTSTt0MgkzE6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO0iBqPTBwOOde5tzjx5wpbdufVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh71VJRIQrsk4pEc+FhRzgTtaqY5HcSS4tDntO/PbjO//0ClYpHo6HlMvRBPBAsYwdpI7jDEekowTzuLUbVm1+0caJU4BalBgfao+jEcRyQJqdCEY6Vcx461l2KpGeF0URkmisaYzPCEuoYKHFLlpXnkBTozyhgFkTRPaJSrPzdSHCo1D30zmUVUf71M/M9zEx00vZSJONFUkOVHQcKRjlB2PxozSYnmc0MwkcxkRWSKJSbatFTJS7jJcPV98irpXdSdRr1xf1lrNYs6ynACp3AODlxDC+6gDV0gEMEjPMOLpa0n69V6W46WrGLnGH7Bev8CovORlw==</latexit>

✓̂?
<latexit sha1_base64="5siVCq/SP1fmdnRkcOThsBmGFiw=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/aj16CRbBU0msaL0VvHisYD+gqWWy3TZLNx/sTsQS8le8eFDEq3/Em//GbRpErQ8GHu/NMDPPjQRXaFmfRmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r71c6KowlZW0ailD2XFBM8IC1kaNgvUgy8F3Buu70au5375lUPAxucRaxgQ+TgI85BdTSsFxxPMDEQY8hpHeOQpDDctWqWRnMZWLnpEpytIblD2cU0thnAVIBSvVtK8JBAhI5FSwtObFiEdApTFhf0wB8pgZJdntqHmtlZI5DqStAM1N/TiTgKzXzXd3pA3rqrzcX//P6MY4bg4QHUYwsoItF41iYGJrzIMwRl4yimGkCVHJ9q0k9kEBRx1XKQric4/z75WXSOa3Z9Vr95qzabORxFMkhOSInxCYXpEmuSYu0CSUP5JE8kxcjNZ6MV+Nt0Vow8pkD8gvG+xfCe5UD</latexit>

J?
D

<latexit sha1_base64="YEap0OrONFyobsbLV2fEqs9XuDk=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEVyWxonVX0IW4qmAf0MQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJQT8FTcuFHHrd7jzb5ykRdR6YOBwzr3cM8ePGZXKsj6N0sLi0vJKebWytr6xuWVu73RklAhM2jhikej5SBJGOWkrqhjpxYKg0Gek648vcr97T4SkEb9Vk5i4IRpyGlCMlJY8c+/aS50QqRFGLL3MsjtHKiQ8s2rVrAJwntgzUgUztDzzwxlEOAkJV5ghKfu2FSs3RUJRzEhWcRJJYoTHaEj6mnIUEummRfwMHmplAINI6McVLNSfGykKpZyEvp7Mk8q/Xi7+5/UTFTTclPI4UYTj6aEgYVBFMO8CDqggWLGJJggLqrNCPEICYaUbqxQlnOc4/f7yPOkc1+x6rX5zUm02ZnWUwT44AEfABmegCa5AC7QBBil4BM/gxXgwnoxX4206WjJmO7vgF4z3L+LXljE=</latexit>

JT (✓̂?)
<latexit sha1_base64="2863o3EGiledH6ifsxn18vuJ9qM=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNQEL3xWeur6tJNsBTqpiRWtO4KbsRVhb6giWVye9teevPg3olQQr7Ajb/ixoUibl27829M2iBqPTBwOGeGmTlOILhCw/jUlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n5b+aGkrEV94cuuA4oJ7rEWchSsG0gGriNYx5lcpn7njknFfa+J04DZLow8PuQUMJH6hdJ1P7JcwDEFETXjuGyNASMLxwwhvo0shSDj436haFSMGfRFYmakSDI0+oUPa+DT0GUeUgFK9UwjQDsCiZwKFuetULEA6ARGrJdQD1ym7Gj2TqyXEmWgD32ZlIf6TP05EYGr1NR1ks70cvXXS8X/vF6Iw5odcS8IkXl0vmgYCh19Pc1GH3DJKIppQoBKntyq0zFIoJgkmJ+FcJHi7PvlRdI+qZjVSvXmtFivZXHkyCE5ImViknNSJ1ekQVqEknvySJ7Ji/agPWmv2tu8dUnLZg7IL2jvX5HLnS0=</latexit>
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the framework used to learn the parameters of the optimal scheduler and associated estimators.

B. An illustrative example

Consider the a dataset D consisting of N = 10, 000 samples independent and identically distributed according

to the Gaussian mixture model of Eq. (36). Using the algorithm in Eq. (83), we obtained the following solution:

θ̂? = (0.4209, 0.2465, −0.1905, 0.1213). (86)

There are two values associated with this solution:

1. The value of the empirical risk (known):

JD(θ̂
?) = 0.5257. (87)

2. The value of the population risk (unknown):

J(θ̂?) = 0.5286. (88)

If we could compare them directly, we would be able to decide whether this level of performance is acceptable for

our application, and adjust the size of the training dataset accordingly to obtain a better approximation, if one is

desired.

Generating an independent test dataset T consisting of M = 100, 000 samples from the same distribution yields

a third value of the objective:

JT (θ̂
?) = 0.5250. (89)
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If there is a single dataset T to validate the solution, the designer has to make a subjective decision if JT (θ̂?)

is approximately equal to JD(θ̂?). In this case, the difference is of 0.13%, which effectively means that we have

learned the parameters of the optimal scheduler and estimators. If we are allowed to run multiple independent

experiments to generate test datasets, a more refined analysis using the empirical distribution of JT (θ̂?) can be

done.

Suppose a number of 1, 000 independent test experiments can be generated, each resulting in a different test

dataset T . Computing the value of the objective at θ̂? for each T yields the histogram shown in Fig. 5. First notice

that JD(θ̂?) is within 0.53% from E[JD(θ̂?)] = 0.5285, which is the mean of all the values for each test dataset

T , confirming we are indeed at a solution close to the true optimal θ?.

Lastly, from the empirical distribution in Fig. 5, we may also compute the relative frequency of the distance

between JT (θ̂?) and JD(θ̂?) being greater than a constant ε. Figure 6 shows that JT (θ̂?) is indeed concentrated

around JD(θ̂?), and we can say that with a very high degree of confidence that θ̂? is close to the optimal solution

θ?.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This article aims at establishing the foundations for scheduling and estimation of sensor measurements when

information about the probabilistic model of the problem is imprecise, missing or incomplete. We have considered

the design of observation-driven schedulers for a remote sensing system for which the random measurements at the

sensors are jointly distributed according to an unknown PDF. Such situations occur in many practical applications

where the probabilistic model is not known a priori or whose underlying physical processes that generate the data

are difficult to obtain. We first derive results and accompanying algorithms that hold for an arbitrary joint PDF, and

later we use them in a data-driven framework where training and test datasets are available to design the parameters

of a scheduler with performance close to the optimal ones.

The framework proposed herein assumes that the wireless network can be of two types: unicast or broadcast.

For each case, we show that the optimization problem is non-convex, but admits a useful difference-of-convex
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Fig. 5. Empirical distribution of the random variable JT (θ̂?) obtained from 1000 independent experiments.
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Fig. 6. Relative frequency of the distance between JT (θ̂?) and JD(θ̂?) being larger than a constant ε.

decomposition, which allows us to use the convex-concave procedure to obtain very efficient descent algorithms

that are guaranteed to converge to a local minimum of the objective function. The structure of both algorithms is

independent of the measurements’ joint PDF and can be approximated using data by replacing expectations with their

corresponding empirical means. Moreover, both algorithms can be mapped as subgradient methods with constant

step sizes with guaranteed convergence properties, which are not necessarily convergent if used on non-convex

objective functions.

There are many opportunities for future research that branch out from this work. One possible problem is to

devise an online learning scheme where the data becomes available one sample at a time to the system designer,

which adaptively reconfigures the scheduling and estimation decision rules over time, instead of using batches of

data as it was done here. Another line of work is to use concentration inequalities to obtain performance guarantees

as a function of the size of the datasets used for training. It would also be interesting to assume other classes

of parametrizable nonlinear estimators for the optimization problem over broadcast networks. For example, we

are interested in the question: can we train neural networks to serve as estimation policies at the estimators?

Moreover, can we find neural network architectures that will preserve a difference-of-convex decomposition and

take advantage of the convex-concave procedure? Finally, we suggest an entirely new framework where data is used

in a distributionally robust framework, where a set of PDFs consistent with the observed data is constructed and a

minimax optimization problem is solved as in [30].

APPENDIX A

VECTORS AND MATRICES FOR THE BROADCAST CASE WITH n > 2

The results in Section IV hold for an arbitrary number of sensors. In this appendix we show the structure of the

matrices and vectors that define the CCP algorithm in the general case. Recall that:

θ(k+1) = A−1
(
g(θ(k)) + b

)
, (90)
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with

A = 2 · diag(A1, · · · ,An), (91)

where

Aj =

E[X2
j ] E[Xj ]

E[Xj ] 1

 ; (92)

and

b = vec(b1, · · · ,bn), (93)

where

bj = vec
({E[XiXj ]

E[Xi]

 , i 6= j
})
. (94)

The subgradient g(θ) is computed by:

g(θ) = E[g(θ;X)], (95)

where g(θ;X) can be computed using Algorithm 1 as:

g(θ;X) = subgrad(θ;x), (96)

substituting ∇x̂Gj(x̂;x) with:

∇θGj(θ;x) = vec(k1, · · · ,kj−1,0,kj+1, · · · ,kn), (97)

where

k` = −2 · vec
({x`(xi − (wi`x` + bi`))

(xi − (wi`x` + bi`))

 , i 6= `
})
. (98)
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